### Children First Chapter Books

**The Gremlin's Shoes**
by Ellen Potter
JF Potter
Determined to buy a Marvelous Monster Magnet, Hugo and Boone set out to earn the money on an adventure through the woods, where they meet new friends.

**Skunk and Badger**
by Amy Timberlake
JF Timberlake
The last thing Badger wants is a roommate, and certainly not Skunk. After he drives Skunk away, Badger starts to miss his roommate and sets out to find him and make amends.

### Juvenile Nonfiction

**The History of Pearl Harbor**
by Susan B. Katz
J940.5426 Kat
On December 7, 1941, the Japanese military launched a surprise attack against the Pearl Harbor naval base in Hawaii. The next day, President Roosevelt declared war and America entered into World War II.

**Mendy Kim and the Yummy Seaweed Business**
by Lyla Lee
JF Lee
Mindy Kim wants to fit in at her new school, but her favorite lunch leads to scorn, then a thriving business, and finally big trouble.

**Ivy Lost and Found**
by Cynthia Lord
JF Lord
A toy that can be checked out just like a book, Ivy is taken home by a little girl and together they embark on an adventure that helps both of them find confidence and belonging in their changing worlds.

**Muchos Changes**
by Juana Medina
JF Medina
Juana's life in Bogotá, Colombia, is just about perfect. Then Mami springs two new sorpresas on her. One: Juana will be going to skating camp. Two: Mami is going to have a baby! How can one person handle so many changes?

**Florence Griffith Joyner**
by Rita Williams-Garcia
J Biography Griffith Joyner
This chapter-book biography introduces readers to Florence Griffith Joyner, aka Flo Jo, who overcame many challenges to be considered the fastest woman of all time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Juvenile Early Reader</th>
<th>Juvenile Fiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **The Shark Report** by Derek Anderson  
JE Anderson  
Benny avoids the water, because he’s scared of sharks, but is followed home by a shark who uses Benny’s scooter to circle around his house. | **Doggo and Pupper** by Katherine Applegate  
JF Applegate  
Declared boring by the cat of the house, a routine-oriented Doggo is dismayed by the messy antics of newcomer Pupper, who returns obedient, but decidedly unhappy, from puppy-training school. |
| **Camila the Record-Breaking Star** by Alicia Salazar  
JE Salazar  
Camila dreams of being a star and after learning about children who break world records, decides she will do the same—but how? | **Willa the Wisp** by Jonathan Auxier  
JF Auxier  
One day eight-year-old Auggie Pound, the caretaker of the rare animals in the Fabled Stables, ventures into the swamp to save a new rare creature, the wisp. |
| **The Case of the Nibbled Pizza** by Tadgh Bentley  
JF Bentley  
When Dino Detective and Awesome Possum discover Grandma Thunderclaps’ pizza is missing all its pepperoni, they jump into action to find out who is to blame. | **Frankie Sparks and the Class Pet** by Megan Frazer Blakemore  
JF Blakemore  
Frankie Sparks, the self-proclaimed “best inventor in the third grade,” does research and creates a tool to try to persuade her classmates that a rat would make the best class pet. |
| **J.D. and the Great Barber Battle** by J. Dillard  
JF Dillard  
Eight-year-old J.D. turns a tragic home haircut into a thriving barber business. | **Our Friend Hedgehog: The Story of Us** by Lauren Castillo  
JF Castillo  
A lonely Hedgehog embarks on a quest in the aftermath of a storm and makes new friends who help her discover the power of courage and teamwork. |
| **Meet the Crew at the Zoo** by Patricia Reilly Giff  
JF Giff  
Leaving behind his beloved abuelo when his father’s job relocates to New York, a shy animal lover wonders about the owner of a mysterious box and embarks on a search to find a new friend. | **Kondo & Kezumi Visit Giant Island** by David Goodner  
JF Goodner  
Living on a fantastical island, big Kondo and little Kezumi discover a map in a bottle that has washed ashore before building a boat that takes them on adventures. |
| **A Bad King Is a Sad Thing** by Julian Gough  
JF Gough  
Rabbit and Bear must do everything they can to keep Icebear from becoming king in this story about friends, enemies, and how to avoid being pooped on by an icebear. | **Cornbread & Poppy** by Matthew Cordell  
JF Cordell  
Polar opposites, yet the best of friends, mice Polly and Cornbread find their search for food for the winter leading them up Holler Mountain where they encounter friends new and old. |